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Principles of our API system

With our library of APIs your software developers will be able to get full access the
data from the server via API calls. This will allow you to integrate the data quite
easily into your own in-house applications and create additional value-added
modules and applications specific to your business needs.

Please note we do not publish the full list of available APIs here in this
documentation as the APIs in this documentation cover most requirements.
However, if there is a specific function/functions you require, just let us know and
we likely have the API to send you.

Your account must be on one of our API servers in order for APIs to work. Ask us for
details. Also, your account must have API functionality in order to use APIs, just
email us to get such functionality.

Each API resource semantically corresponds to some entity, for example: geofences,
rules, objects, etc. The API calls for CRUD and other operations with these entities
have similar names regardless the resource used: list/read/create/delete.
The URL used in this document “api.URL” is for example purposes only. The URL you
will use will depend on which server you will be using.

END OF SECTION
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API Format

Notation used in this doc:
/resource/sub_resource/action(parameter1,parameter2,[parameter3])
Which means that you should use the following URL:
http://api.URL/resource/sub_resource/action
with named parameters:
parameter1
parameter2
parameter3 is optional
Parameters can be passed in HTTP POST (application/x-www-form-urlencoded) or
GET requests (POST is highly recommended):
parameter1=value1&meter2=value2&hash=a6aa78487e5c59c32d347da438505fc3
(hash is required for most API calls to identify user session)
Typical actions:
list – list all resource entities with id-s and minimum additional info
read – read one entity by id
update – update one entity by id
delete – delete one entity by id
Errors
Common errors (should be handled for all API calls): 1-100
Resource or action specific errors: 101-200
Request and response format
To execute resource/action() send http GET or POST request to
http://${API_URL}/${RESOURCE}/${ACTION}/
Response is (almost) always application/json.
On errors response will be in form:
{

"success": false,
"status": {

"code": 1, // error code
"description": "Database error" // error description

}
}
For example to read all user’s notify methods use
http://api.URL/notify_methods/list/?hash=a6aa75587e5c59c32d347da438505fc3
and get response:
{

"success": true,
"notifies": [

{
"id": 1,
"notify_name": "test",
"phones": "+6391514223894,+6391514222180",
"emails": "test@gmail.com",
"sms_numbers": "+639162510225"
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},
{

"id": 2,
"notify_name": null,
"phones": "+6391514222180",
"emails": "",
"sms_numbers": null

}
]

}
Or error if hash is wrong:
{

"success": false,
"status": {

"code": 4,
"description": "User not found or session ended"

}
}
HTTP codes
If “success” is true, HTTP code is always 200 OK (unless otherwise stated).
If there is an error, HTTP code is 400 BAD REQUEST (may vary depending on error
type).
Authorization and access levels
Unless otherwise noted, every API call requires a valid user session hash (A String
containing 32 hexademical characters) as “hash” parameter (see example above).
Example: http://api.URL/user/auth?login=demo&password=demo
Custom types
date/time – is a string containing date/time in “yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss” format (in
user’s timezone).
local_time – is a string containing local time in “HH:mm:ss” format.
location – is json object contains geographical coordinates
{

"lat": 35.827, // latitude
"lng": 121.594296 // longitude

}
locale – string in format “language[_country]”, where language is ISO 639
alpha-2 language code, and country is ISO 3166 alpha-2 country code, e.g. en_US .
User interface support only language codes: ‘en’, ‘es’, ‘ar’, ‘de’, ‘pt’, ‘ro’ and ‘uk’.

END OF SECTION
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Message Format

To make API call, for example, resource/action() send http GET or POST request
to http://api.URL.com/resource/action/
The response will be given in application/json format. Response fields and object
structure is specific to API call.
Note: api.URL is for explanation purposes only. Your URL will be given to you and will
depend on which of our servers you are using.
Ensuring compatibility
You must ensure that any JSON object fields which are not supported by your app
are ignored, and that in event if new JSON fields are returned, your application will
not break. Also, sometimes, to reduce response size, JSON fields which are NULL are
omitted. Your JSON parser should handle missing JSON fields as if they were NULL.
Error handling
If an error occurs, API returns special error response. You can also detect error by
checking HTTP response code. If it’s not 200 OK, you should parse and handle
response body as an error response.
In the event of error occurs, the response will be in the following format:
{"success": false,"status": {"code": 1, // error code"description": "Database error" //
error description
}
}
For more information about errors see our section entitled: Error Codes

END OF SECTION
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Example API

Let’s look at a basic example: getting the hash key which is required by all
subsequent API calls.
auth(…)
It does not need authentication/hash and is available at UNAUTHORIZED access
level.
parameters:
name description type
login User email as login (or demo login) String
password User password, 1 to 40 printable characters String

dealer_id (optional) If specified, API will check that user belongs to this
dealer, and if not, error 102 will be returned Integer

Example:
http://api.URL/user/auth/?login=example@gmail.com&password=12345678
return:
{
“success”: true,
“hash”: <string> // session hash

}

END OF SECTION
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Error Codes

Below is the list of error codes and their definition.
Default HTTP code is 400.
code description HTTP code
1 Database error 500
2 Service Auth error 403
3 Wrong user hash
4 User not found or session ended
5 Wrong request format
6 Unexpected error 500
7 Invalid parameters
8 Queue service error, try again later 503
9 Too large request 412

11 Access denied 403
12 Dealer not found
13 Operation not permitted 403

101 In demo mode this function is disabled 403
102 Wrong login or password
103 User not activated

111 Wrong handler
112 Wrong method

201 Not found in database
202 Too many points in zone
203 Delete entity associated with
204 Entity not found 404
206 Login already in use
207 Invalid captcha
208 Device blocked 403
209 Failed sending email
210 Geocoding failed
211 Requested time span is too big
212 Requested limit is too big
213 Cannot perform action: the device is offline
214 Requested operation or parameters are not supported by the
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code description HTTP code
device

215 External service error
217 List contains nonexistent entities
218 Malformed external service parameters
219 Not allowed for clones of the device 403
220 Unknown device model
221 Device limit exceeded 403
222 Plugin not found
223 Phone number already in use
224 Device ID already in use
225 Not allowed for this legal type 403
226 Wrong ICCID
227 Wrong activation code
228 Not supported by sensor
229 Requested data is not ready yet 404
230 Not supported for this entity type
231 Entity type mismatch 409
232 Input already in use
233 No data file
234 Invalid data format
235 Missing calibration data
236 Feature unavailable due to tariff restrictions 402
237 Invalid tariff
238 Changing tariff is not allowed 403
239 New tariff doesn’t exist 404
240 Not allowed to change tariff too frequently 403
241 Cannot change phone to bundled sim. Contact tech support.
242 There were errors during content validation
243 Device already connected.
244 Duplicate entity label.
245 New password must be different
246 Invalid user ID
247 Entity already exists 409
248 Wrong password
249 Operation available for clones only 403
250 Not allowed for deleted devices 403
251 Insufficient funds 403
252 Device already corrupted
253 Device has clones
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code description HTTP code
254 Cannot save file 500
255 Invalid task state
256 Location already actual
257 Registration forbidden 403
258 Bundle not found 404
259 Payments count not comply with summary
260 Payments sum not comply with summary
261 Entity has external links 403
262 Entries list is missing some entries or contains nonexistent entries
263 No change needed, old and new values are the same
264 Timeout not reached 403
265 Already done 403

END OF SECTION
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Resources

apn_setttings/

read(…)
Get APN, user, password, operatorName by phone number (string representing valid
international phone number without ‘+’ sign)
parameters:
phone
return:
{

"success": true,
"value": {

"name":"internet.globe.com.ph",
"user":"",
"password":"",
"operator_name":"Globe Telecommunications"

}
}
errors:
201 – Not found in database

END OF SECTION
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Contact/

contact is:
{"user_id": 12088, //id of the user with which "contact" is established"first_name":
"John","middle_name": "Smith","last_name": "Willms","trackers": [ <tracker>, ... ]
//trackers belonging to "contact" which locations
were shared with current user

}
list
Get all user’s trackers with special grouping by “contacts”.
return:
{

"success": true,
"contacts": [ <contact>, ... ] //all established contacts
"trackers": [ <tracker>, ... ] //normal trackers belonging to current user

}
errors:
general types only

END OF SECTION
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delivery

delivery/
Refers to our delivery module which plots deliveries to your customers.

read
read(…)
Returns info sufficient for tracking certain task state and the tracker assigned to it.
session types:
in addition to standard user session, this call supports special DELIVERY session type
parameters:
external_id – an external id of task. Non-null, non-empty string.
return:
{"success": true,"user_id": 3, // id of the user to whic the task belongs to"task" :
${task}, //a task object, for more info see task/ section"tracker" : ${tracker},
//corresponding tracker object, for more info see tracker/ section"restrictions":
${restrictions}, //tariff restrictions object,
for more info see user/get_tariff_restrictions "first_name": "John", //first name of
employee assigned to the task, or null if missing"middle_name": "Daniel", //middle
name of employee assigned to the task, or null if missing"last_name": "Smith", //last
name of employee assigned to the task, or null if missing"vehicle_label": "Delivery
truck ABC002", //label of the vehicle assigned to the task,
or null if missing"estimated_time": 1122 //estimated time of arrival in seconds, or
null if unavailable
}
errors:
201 – Not found in database (when there is no task with such external ID)

END OF SECTION
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employee

employee actions:
<employee> =

{
"id": 222,//<int>
"tracker_id": null, //<int>
"first_name": "John", //<string>
"middle_name": "Doe", //<string>
"last_name": "Smith", //<string>
"email": "smith@example.com", //<string>
"phone": "+632071111111", //<string>
"driver_license_number": "SKIMP407952HJ9GK 06", //<string>
"driver_license_cats": "C", //<string, driver license categories>
"driver_license_valid_till": "2018-05-05", //<date>
"hardware_key": null,//<string>
"icon_id" : 55, // int, can be null, can only be updated via avatar/assign(...)
"avatar_file_name": null,//<string>,
"department_id": null, //<optional, int>,
"location": { //optional, location associated with this employee, shoul

be valid or null
"lat": 88.5,
"lng": 121.4,
"address": "500 Shaw" //address of the location

},
"tags": [1,2] //array of tag ids

}
list
Get all employees belonging to user.
return:
{

"success": true,
"list": [ <employee>, ... ]

}
errors:
general types only

END OF SECTION
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Form

Forms are very handy for delivery companies, messenger companies, sales
companies, and more. Forms can contain checklists of information that the delivery
person must complete or get form customer. Please go to ‘form fields and values’ to
see the different data that can be included.
Form fields and values
Every form (and form template) contains an ordered list of fields of various types.
Field type defines how user input elements will look like, and how user input will be
validated.
Every field has a set of common parameters, which are the same for all field types,
and type-specific parameters, which define specific style and validation constraints.
Both common and type-specific parameters are contained as fields in the JSON
object.
Field values for submitted form are stored separately as JSON objects. The contents
of value JSON objects are entirely field type-specific.
common field parameters:
{"id": "111-aaa-orderid", //arbitrary alphanumeric string (1 to 19 characters),

unique
across current form’s fields, used to link with values and its "parent" in template
form"label": "Name", //user-defined label, shown as field header, 1 to 100 printable
characters"description": "Your full name", //field description, shown in smaller text
under the
header, 1 to 512 printable characters"required": true, //if true, form cannot be
submitted without filling this field with
valid value

"type": "text", //determines field type
//type-specific parameters go here...

}
Field types:
Text field
type: text
Multiline auto-expanding text field
Note 1: when value contains empty string, it’s considered empty, and thus valid
when required: false, min_length != 0
Note 2: combination required: true, min_length: 0 is not allowed
type-specific parameters:

"min_length": 5, //minimum allowed length, from 0 to 1024
"max_length": 255 //maximum allowed length 1 to 1024

value object:
{

"type": "text",
"value": "text field value" //What was entered in the text field

}
Checkbox group
type: checkbox_group
Group of checkboxes.
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Note 1: when zero checkboxes are selected, values is considered empty, and thus
valid when required: false, min_checked != 0
Note 2: combination required: true, min_checked: 0 is not allowed
type-specific parameters:

"min_checked": 0, //minimum allowed checked positions, 0 to "group".size - 1
"max_checked": 3, //maximum allowed checled positions. 1 to "group".size - 1
"group": [

{
"label" : "I agree to TOS"

}
]

value object:
{

"type": "checkbox_group",
"values": [true] //booleans in the same order as fields in "group"

}
Dropdown field
type: dropdown
Dropdown menu for choosing one option.
type-specific parameters:

"options": [
{

"label" : "Dave"
},
{

"label" : "Samantha"
}

]
value object:
{

"type": "dropdown",
"value_index": 1 //zero-based index of value from "options"

}
Radio button group
type: radio_group
A group of radio buttons. Only one option is selectable.
type-specific parameters:

"options": [
{

"label" : "Dave"
},
{

"label" : "Samantha"
}

]
value object:
{

"type": "radio_group",
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"value_index": 1 //zero-based index of value from "options"
}
Date picker
type: date
A date picker
type-specific parameters:

"disable_future": false, //if true, date from the future cannot be selected
"disable_past": true, //if true, date from the past cannot be selected

value object:
{

"type": "date",
"value": "2017-03-14" //date string

}
Rating
type: rating
Rating with “stars”. Zero stars are not allowed
type-specific parameters:

"max_stars": 5 //max number of stars to select from
value object:
{

"type": "rating",
"value": 3 //number of stars selected. Cannot be more than "max_stars"

}
File
type: file
File attachment, for example document or spreadsheet.
type-specific parameters:
"max_file_size": 65536, //max file size, bytes, no more than 16
mbytes"min_file_size": 128, //minimum file size, bytes"allowed_extensions": ["xls",
"doc"] //list of allowed file extensions, up to 16 items,
cannot be empty, but can be null, which means "no extension limits"
value object:
{"type": "file","file_ids": [3345345] //ids of the file which should be attahced to
this form field
as value. Files must be uploaded before form submission
}
Photo
type: photo
Photograph attachment.
type-specific parameters:

"max_files": 2 //maxumum number of photos to attach, up to 6
value object:
{

"type": "photo","file_ids": [3345345, 534534534] //ids of the files which
should be attached to this
form field as value. Files must be uploaded befre form submission. Only image files
are allowed.
}
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Signature
type: signature
A small image of customer’s signature (usually obtained via writing on screen with
stylus)
type-specific parameters:

//none
value object:
{"type": "file","file_id": 3345345 //id of the file which should be attached to this
form field as value.
File must be uploaded befre form submission
}
Separator
type: separator
Cosmetic, just to show header. Doesn’t contain any actual value. Always filled and
valid. Cannot be required

END OF SECTION
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garage
Garage specifies which garage the tracker/vehicle belong to. Useful for when you
have many garages or depots and the vehicles belong to different garages and
depots. A good way to further organize your fleet.
list
Get all garages belonging to user.
return:
{

"success": true,
"list": [ <garage>, ... ]

}
errors:
general types only

END OF SECTION
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History

History entries
history entry is one of:
common_history_entry
{

"id": ,
"type": "common",
"is_read": ,
"message": ,
"time": ,
"event": // type of history event

}

tracker_history_entry
{

"id": ,
"type": "tracker"
"is_read": ,
"message": ,
"time": ,
"event": , // type of history event
// extension
"tracker_id": , // column object_id
"rule_id": , // column event_id
"track_id": ,
"location":{

"lat": ,
"lng": ,
"precision":

},
"address": "address", // string. address of location or "" (empty string)
"extra": {

"task_id": . //related task identifier
"parent_task_id": , //related parent task identifier

(for task checkpoint related history entries)
"counter_id": , //related counter identifier
"service_task_id": , //related service task id
"place_ids": , //related place identifiers

}
}

END OF SECTION
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Tracker

Tracker refers to the hardware device that is installed in a vehicle or other asset. Can
also refer to the software app tracker that turns any android phone or device into a
GPS tracker.
list
List less than or equal to limit of tracker events filtered by event types (events)
between from date/time and to date/time sorted by time field.
parameters:
trackers – [int]. list of tracker’s ids
from – date/time. start date/time for searching
to – date/time. end date/time for searching. must be after “from” date
events – [string] (optional, default: all). list of history types
limit – int (optional, default: max history limit). max count of entries in result
ascending – boolean (optional, default: true). Sort ascending by time when it
is true and descending when false.
If events (event types) not passed then list all event types.
Available event types: alarmcontrol, battery_off, bracelet_close, bracelet_open,
crash_alarm, detach, door_alarm, force_location_request, g_sensor, gps_lost,
gps_recover, gsm_damp, harsh_driving, hood_alarm, idle_end, idle_start, ignition,
info, input_change, inroute, outroute, inzone, outzone, lowpower, obd_plug_in,
obd_unplug, obj_control, offline, online, parking, poweroff, poweron,
security_control, sos, speedup, track_end, track_start, sensor_inrange,
sensor_outrange, strap_bolt_cut, strap_bolt_ins, vibration_start, vibration_end,
Default and max limit is 100 by default.
return:
{

"success": true,
"list": [ ${tracker_history_entry}, ... ], // list of zero or more JSON objects
"limit_exceeded": false // boolean. false when listed all history entries satisfied

to conditions // and true otherwise
}
errors:
211 – Requested time span is too big (time span between from and to is more than
maximum report timespan)
212 – Requested limit is too big
217 – List contains nonexistent entities – if one of the specified trackers does not
exist or is blocked

END OF SECTION
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map_layer

Map layers can be super-imposed on top of the existing maps on the platform. This
allows you to have very specific information for your industry or business. For
example, a power company could have all the power lines mapped in the city. Or, a
farmer could map all his hectares to know when the tractor visits each hectare. The
possibilities are endless.
list
Returns metadata for all map layers for the user.
return:
{

"success": true,
"list": [<map_layer_object>, ... ]

}
errors:
No specific errors.

END OF SECTION
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Report

Reports gather the data from the tracking devices into easy to assimilate
information.

tracker/

References the tracker that the report belongs to
list
Returns info about all available generated or in-progress reports.
required subuser rights: reports
return:
{

"success": true,"list": [
{

"from": <"from" parameter from generate(..)>, //string
"to": <"to" parameter from generate(..)>, //string
"created": <date when report was created, e.g. "2017-08-08 19:00:00">,

//string
"time_filter": <"time_filter" parameter from generate(..)>,
"title": <report title, e.g. "Trip report">,
"parameters": {

"geocoder": <geocoder which was used for report, e.g. "google">,
//string

"trackers": <list of tracker ids used for report, e.g. [3028]>, //int[]
"plugins": [ //list of parameters for all plugins which were used to

generate report
{

"plugin_id": <plugin id>, //int
<plugin-specific parameters>

},
...

]
},
"percent": <report readiness in percent, e.g. 70>, //int
"id": <report id which can be used to retrieve or download report> //int

},
...

]}
errors:
No specific errors.
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generate

Requests a report generation with the specified parameters.
required subuser rights: reports
parameters:
name description type

from A string containing date/time in “yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss”
format (in user’s timezone) String

to
A string containing date/time in “yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss”
format (in user’s timezone). Specified date must be after “from”
date

String

geocoder Which geocoder to use. Recommend “google” String
trackers list of tracker’s ids to be included in report [int]

time_filter
An object which contains everyday time and weekday limits for
processed data, e.g. {“to”:”18:00″, “from”:”12:00″,
“weekdays”:[1,2,3,4,5]}

Object

{return:
"success": true,
"id": 222 // (int) id of the report queued for generation.

// Can be used to request report generation status and to retrieve
generated report
}
errors:
211 (Requested time span is too big) – interval from ‘from’ to ‘to’ is bigger then max
allowed time span (see response)
{

"success": false,
"status": {

"code": 211,
"description": "Requested time span is too big"

},
"max_time_span": "P90D" // ISO-8601 interval

}
217 (List contains nonexistent entities) – when one or more of tracker ids belong to
nonexistent tracker (or to a tracker belonging to different user)
236 (Feature unavailable due to tariff restrictions) – when one of the trackers has
tariff with disabled reports – (“has_reports” is false)
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Download

Retrieve generated report as a file.
required subuser rights: reports
parameters:
report_id
format
(also, there is hidden boolean parameter named “headless”. If you, for some reason,
need report without title page and TOC, set it to “true”, otherwise – don’t)
Currently, only ‘pdf’ format is supported via API (but other formats are available on
the platform itself).
return:
A report rendered to file (standard file download).
errors:
204 – Entity not found (if report with the specified id was not found)
229 – Requested data is not ready yet (if report exists, but its generation is still in
progress)

END OF SECTION
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Route

Allows you to get route points using Google Directions API.
get
parameters:
start – (location JSON object) start of route
end – (location JSON object) end of route
waypoints = [ ${location}, … ] – (optional) list of transitional points.
point_limit – (int. optional. min=2) If specified, the returned route will be simplified
to contain this number of points (or less).
return:
{

"success": true,
"distance": 13482, // (int) length in meters
"time": 844, // (int) duration in seconds
"list": [ ${location}, ... ], // list of route points
"key_points": [ ${key_point}, ... ]

}
key_points is list of points corresponding to start point, waypoints and end point (in
that sequence).
Where key_point is JSON object:
{

"id": 123, // (int) index in points 'list'
"lat": 82.827, // latitude
"lng": 121.594296, // longitude
"distance": 482, // (int) length of full path from start in meters (0 for start

point)
"time": 144 // (int) duration of full path from start in seconds (0 for

start point)
}
errors:
215 – External service error
{

"success": false,
"status": {

"code": 215,
"description": "External service error"

},
"errors": [${status}] // one string or nothing

}

where status is one of:

OVER_QUERY_LIMIT – indicates the service has received too many requests from
your application within the allowed time period.
REQUEST_DENIED – indicates that the service denied use of the directions service by
your application.
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UNKNOWN_ERROR – indicates a directions request could not be processed due to a
server error.
The request may succeed if you try again.
218 – Malformed external service parameters
{

"success": false,
"status": {

"code": 218,
"description": "Malformed external service parameters"

},
"errors": [${status}] // string

}

where status is one of:

NOT_FOUND – indicates at least one of the locations specified in the request’s
origin, destination, or waypoints could not be geocoded.
ZERO_RESULTS – indicates no route could be found between the origin and
destination.
MAX_WAYPOINTS_EXCEEDED – indicates that too many waypoints were provided in
the request.
The maximum allowed waypoints is 8, plus the origin, and destination.
(Google Maps API for Business customers may contain requests with up to 23
waypoints.)
INVALID_REQUEST – indicates that the provided request was invalid.
Common causes of this status include an invalid parameter or parameter value.

END OF SECTION
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Subuser

Contains API calls related to sub-users. Subusers are additional users who have
access to your account and monitoring assets. Sub-users is convenient way for
corporate clients to provide multiple employees, who have different roles and
priveledges, with access to the monitoring system.
“Usual” user account is called “master account” in relation to sub-users.
Every sub-user can operate on a subset of trackers from your “master account”.
Every entity, which is associated with unavailable trackers, also becomes hidden
from sub-user. This is called “scoping”.
Sub-users’s rights can also be limited to prevent unauthorized changes to your data
and application setting.
NOTE: Sub-users cannot have any “exclusive” objects. Every tracker, rule, task, etc.,
even created or edited by sub-user, still belongs to your account.
The only exception is reporting system: every sub-user has its own reports pool and
reports schedule.
Sub-user object structure
Sub-user object is almost identical to usual user.
<subuser> = {"id": 103, //sunuser id, can be null (when creating new
sub-user)"activated": true, // true if user is activated (allowed to
login)"login": "user@test.com", // User email as login. Must be valid
unique email address"first_name": ${string}, // User's or contact person
first name"middle_name": ${string}, // User's or contact person middle
name"last_name": ${string}, // User's or contact person last
name"legal_type": "legal_entity", // either "legal_entity", "individual" or
"sole_trader""phone": "631761234567", // User's or contact phone
(10-15 digits)"post_country": "Philippines", // country part of user's post
address"post_index": "1550", // index part of user's post
address"post_region": "Luzon", // region part of user's post
address"post_city": "Mandaluyong", // city from postal
address"post_street_address": "530 Shaw Boulevard", // street
address"registered_country": "Philippines", // country part of user's registered
address"registered_index": "1550", // index part of user's registered
address"registered_region": "Luzon", // region part of user's registered
address"registered_city": "Mandaluyong", // city from registered
address"registered_street_address": "530 Shaw Boulevard", // User's registered
address"tin": ${string}, // Taxpayer identification number aka
"VATIN""legal_name": "Manila GPS Trackers", // user legal name (for
"legal_entity" only)"security_group_id": 333, // Id of the security group to
whic sub-user belongs to.
Can be null, which means default group with no privileges //this fields
are read-only, they should not be used in user/update(..)"creation_date":
"2016-05-20 00:00:00" // date/time when user was created

}

list

List all subusers belonging to current user.
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required tariff features: multilevel_access – for ALL trackers
required subuser rights: admin (available only to master users)
parameters:
None.
return:
{

"success": true,
"list": [<subuser>, ... ] //list of all sub-users belonging to this master account

}

tracker/

References the trackers that the sub-user has access to
list
Get a list of tracker ids to which this sub-user has acccess
required tariff features: multilevel_access – for ALL trackers
required subuser rights: admin (available only to master users)
parameters:
name description type
subuser_id id of the sub-user belonging to current account int
return:
{

"success": true,
"list" : [${tracker_id1}, ...] //list of tracker ids to which this sub-user has acccess

}
errors:
13 – Operation not permitted – if user has insufficient rights
236 – Feature unavailable due to tariff restrictions (if there is at least one tracker
without “multilevel_access” tariff feature)
201 – Not found in database – if sub-user with such id does not exist or does not
belong to current master user.

END OF SECTION
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task/

Tasks are assigned to trackers and staff in the platform. You can call the list of tasks.
Following is the definition of task:
<task> = { “id”: 111, //primary key. used in update(…), *IGNORED* in create(…)
“user_id”: 3, //user id. *IGNORED* in create(…)/update(…)
“tracker_id”: 22, //id of the tracker to which task is assigned. can be null.
*IGNORED* in update(…)
“location”: { //location associated with this task. cannot be null
“lat”: 88.7, “lng”: 121.45,
“address”: “888 Quezon Avenue”, //address of the location “radius”: 150 //radius of
location zone in meters
},
"label": "Deliver parcels", "description": "Quickly","creation_date": "2014-01-02

03:04:05", //when task was created. *IGNORED*
in create(...)/update(...)"from": "2014-02-03 04:05:06", //date AFTER which task
zone must be visited"to": "2017-03-04 05:06:07", //date BEFORE which task zone
must be visited"external_id": null, //used if task was imported from external
system. arbitrary
text string. can be null"status": "assigned", //task status. *IGNORED* in

create(...)/update(...)"status_change_date": "2014-01-02 03:04:05", //when task
status was changed.
*IGNORED* in create(...)/update(...)"max_delay" : 5, //maximum allowed task
completion delay in minutes,"min_stay_duration": 0, //minumum duration of stay in
task zone for task completion, minutes"arrival_date": "2014-01-02 03:04:05",
//when tracker has arrived to the task zone.

}

count

Return total number of tasks belonging to current user.
return:
{

"success": true,
"count": 111 //number of tasks

}

END OF SECTION
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track/

A track is the trips that the tracker (vehicle) has taken during a specified period of
time.
download
Download track points as KML/KMZ file for the specified track id, tracker and time
period.
parameters:
name description type

tracker_id Id of the tracker (aka “object_id”). Tracker must
belong to authorized user and must not be blocked. int

from A string containing date/time in “yyyy-MM-dd
HH:mm:ss” format (in user’s timezone) string

to
A string containing date/time in “yyyy-MM-dd
HH:mm:ss” format (in user’s timezone). Specified date
must be after “from” date

string

track_ids
(optional) If specified, only points belonging to the
specified tracks will be returned. If not, any valid track
points between “from” and “to” will be returned

array of int

include_gsm_lbs (optional, default=true) If false && track_ids not
specified, GSM LBS points will be filtered out. boolean

point_limit
(optional) If specified, the returned track will be
simplified to contain this number of points. Min=2,
Max=3000

int

filter (optional) If specified, the returned track will be
filtered, applicable only for LBS tracks now boolean

format file format, “kml” or “kmz”, default is “kml” string

split If true, split tracks by folders with start/end
placemarks and track line.

boolean,
default false

return:
KML/KMZ file
errors:
204 – Entity not found (if there is no tracker with such id belonging to authorized
user)
208 – Device blocked (if tracker exists but was blocked due to tariff restrictions or
some other reason)
211 – Requested time span is too big (if interval between “from” and “to” is too big
(maximum value is specified in API config)
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List

Get a list of track descriptions for the specified tracker and time period.
parameters:
name description type

tracker_id Id of the tracker (aka “object_id”). Tracker must
belong to authorized user and must not be blocked. int

from A string containing date/time in “yyyy-MM-dd
HH:mm:ss” format (in user’s timezone) String

to
A string containing date/time in “yyyy-MM-dd
HH:mm:ss” format (in user’s timezone). Specified
date must be after “from” date

String

filter
(optional, default=true) If true, tracks which are too
short (in terms of length and number of points) will
be omitted from resulting list.

boolean

split (optional, default=true) If false, all tracks will be
merged into single one. boolean

include_gsm_lbs (optional, default=true) If false, GSM LBS tracks will
be filtered out. boolean

cluster_single_reports (optional, default=false) If true, single point reportswill be clustered by its coordinates. boolean

count_events
(optional, default=false) If true, number of events
occurred during each non-singlepoint track will be
returned.

boolean

return:
{"success": true,"limit_exceeded": <true if requested time period exceeds
limit specified in tracker's tariff>, //boolean

"list": [ <track_info>, ... ] //list of zero or more JSON objects
}
where <track_info> is either <regular>, <single_report> or <merged>:

<regular> =
{"id": <track id>, //int

"start_date": <track start date, in user`s
timezone e.g. "2011-06-18 03:39:44">, //string
"start_address": <track start address>, //string
"max_speed": <maximum speed in km/h, e.g. 96>, //int
"end_date": <track end date, in user`s timezone
e.g. "2011-06-18 05:18:36">, //string
"end_address": <track end address>, //string
"length": <track length in kilometers, e.g. 85.5>, //float
"points": <total number of points in track, e.g. 724>, //int
"avg_speed": <average speed in km/h, e.g. 70>, //int
"event_count": 3, //number of events on this track.
Field is omitted if "count_events" is "false"
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"norm_fuel_consumed": 11.07, //consumed fuel on track, litres.
Field is omitted if no vehicle binded to tracker or no normAvgFuelConsumption
defined in vehicle
"type": "regular" //used to distinguish this track type from the
others,
"gsm_lbs": <GSM LBS point flag, optional> //boolean

}
errors:
204 – Entity not found (if there is no tracker with such id belonging to authorized
user)
208 – Device blocked (if tracker exists but was blocked due to tariff restrictions or
some other reason)
211 – Requested time span is too big (if interval between “from” and “to” is too big
(maximum value is specified in API config)

Read

Get track points for the specified track id, tracker and time period.
parameters:
name description type

tracker_id Id of the tracker (aka “object_id”). Tracker must belong to
authorized user and must not be blocked. int

from A string containing date/time in “yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss”
format (in user’s timezone) string

to
A string containing date/time in “yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss”
format (in user’s timezone). Specified date must be after
“from” date

string

track_id
(optional) If specified, only points belonging to the
specified track will be returned. If not, any valid track
points between “from” and “to” will be returned

int

include_gsm_lbs (optional, default=true) If false && track_id not specified,
GSM LBS points will be filtered out. boolean

point_limit (optional) If specified, the returned track will be simplified
to contain this number of points. Min=2, Max=3000 int

filter (optional) If specified, the returned track will be filtered,
applicable only for LBS tracks now boolean

return:
{"success": true, "limit_exceeded": true, // boolean. true if requested time period
exceeds limit specified in tracker's tariff

"list": [
{"lat": 88.445181, // latitude"lng": 121.276432, // longitude"satellites": 8,

// number of satellites used in fix for this point"get_time": "2011-06-18 03:39:44",
// GPS timestamp of the point, in user's timezone"address": "8C Rumney Road,
Makati, Philippines", // string. point address. "" if no addresss was
recorded"heading": 298, // int. bearing in degrees (0..360)"speed": 70, //
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int. speed in km/h"precision": 100, // int. precision in meters, optional"gsm_lbs":
true, // boolean. true if location is detected by GSM LBS, optional"parking": true,
// boolean. true if point does not belongs to track, optional
}, ...

]
}
errors:
204 – Entity not found (if there is no tracker with such id belonging to authorized
user)
208 – Device blocked (if tracker exists but was blocked due to tariff restrictions or
some other reason)
211 – Requested time span is too big (if interval between “from” and “to” is too big
(maximum value is specified in API config)

END OF SECTION
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tracker/

Tracker is one of the key APIs in our library. It represents a tracking device registered
in our GPS monitoring system. Lots of API calls are created for manipulation of
tracker and/or its properties.
Tracker object structure
{

"id": ${int}, // tracker id aka object_id
"label": ${string}, // tracker label
"clone": ${boolean}, // true if this tracker is clone
"group_id": ${int}, // tracker group id, 0 if no group
"avatar_file_name" : ${string}, // optional. passed only if present
"source": {

"id": ${int}, // source id
"device_id": ${string}, // aka source_imei
"model": ${string}, // tracker model name from "models" table
"blocked": ${boolean}, // true if tracker was blocked

due to tariff end, etc.
"tariff_id": ${int}, // id of tracker's tariff from

"main_tariffs" table
"status_listing_id": 102, //id of the status listing associated

with this tracker, or null
"creation_date": "2017-09-21",
"tariff_end_date": "2017-03-24", // date of next tariff

prolongation or null
"phone" : ${string} // phone of the device. can be null

or empty if device has no GSM module // or uses bundled SIM which number is
hidden from the user

}
}

value/get/

Read counter of passed type.
parameters:
tracker_id – int. id of the tracker
type – string. counter type. one of:
odometer
fuel_consumed
engine_hours
return:
{

"success": true,
"value": {

"id": 111,
"type": "odometer",
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"multiplier": 1.0
}

}
errors:
204 (Entity not found) – if there is no tracker with such id belonging to authorized
user
208 (Device blocked) – if tracker exists but was blocked due to tariff restrictions or
some other reason
219 (Not allowed for clones of the device) – if specified tracker is a clone

get_inputs

Get current state of tracker’s digital inputs and “semantic” inputs (ignition, buttons,
car alarms, etc.) bound to them (if any).
parameters:
name description type

tracker_id Id of the tracker (aka “object_id”). Tracker must belong to authorized
user and not be blocked. Int

return:
{"success": true, "user_time": <current time in user's timezone, e.g. "2017-07-09
07:50:58"?>,
"inputs": <array of states of all digital inputs, e.g. [true, true, false] means input 1 is
on, input 2 is on, input 3 is off >, //array[boolean]
"states": [

{
"type": <one of predefined semantic input types (see table below)>, //string
"name": <user-defined name for semantic input, or null if not specified>, //string
"status": <true if input is active, false otherwise>, //boolean
"input_number": <number of the associated discrete input, e.g. 3> //int

},
...

],
"update_time": <when the data was updated, e.g. "2017-03-06 13:57:00">
//date/time
}
input types:
name description
ignition Car’s ignition. There can be only one sensor of this type.
mass Car’s “ground”
car_alarm Expected to be “on” when car alarm is triggered.
sos_button An emergency “red” button.
hood “on” if engine’s hood is open
door “on” if car’s door is open
car_lock “on” if car’s central lock is open
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name description
custom user-defined type. In general, should have non empty “name” field.
errors:
204 – Entity not found (if there is no tracker with such id belonging to authorized
user)
208 – Device blocked (if tracker exists but was blocked due to tariff restrictions or
some other reason)

get_last_gps_point

Get last point of the tracker determined by GPS.
parameters:
name description type

tracker_id Id of the tracker (aka “object_id”). Tracker must belong to authorized
user and not be blocked. Int

return:
{"success": true,

"value": <see TrackPoint in tracker/track/read>
}
errors:
201 (Not found in database) – if there is no tracker with such id belonging to
authorized user
208 (Device blocked) – if tracker exists but was blocked due to tariff restrictions or
some other reason

get_state

get_state(…)
Get current tracker state (gps, gsm, outputs, etc.).
parameters:
name description type

tracker_id Id of the tracker (aka “object_id”). Tracker must belong to authorized
user and not be blocked. Int

return:
{"success": true,

"user_time": <current time in user's timezone, e.g. "2017-07-09 07:50:58"?>,
"state": {

"source_id": <tracker data source id (from table "sources")>, //int
"gps": {

"updated": <date of last gps coordinates update in timezone of the user,
e.g. "2016-02-19 10:48:08", or null if there was no updates>, //string

"signal_level": <gps signal level in percent, e.g. 25, or null if device cannot
provide such info>, //int

"location": {
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"lat": <latitude, e.g. 88.826068>, //float
"lng": <longitude, e.g. 121.594338> //float

},
"heading": <heading in degrees, e.g. 3>, //int
"speed": <speed in km/h, e.g. 20> //int,
"precision": <precision in meters, optional>, //int
"gsm_lbs": <true if location is detected by GSM LBS, optional>, //boolean

},
"connection_status": <device connection status, possible values: "signal_lost",

"just_registered", "offline", "idle", "active">, //string
"movement_status": <movement status, possible values: "moving", "stopped",

"parked">,
"gsm": { //can be null if device does not support transmission of gsm info

"updated": <date of last gsm status update in timezone of the user, e.g.
"2016-02-19 10:48:08", or null if there was no updates>, //string

"signal_level": <gsm signal level in percent, e.g. 25, or null if device cannot
provide such info>, //int

"network_name": <gsm network name, e.g. "Globe", or null if device
cannot provide such info>, //string

"roaming": <roaming state, or null if device cannot provide such info>
//boolean

},
"last_update": <date of last device state update in timezone of the user, e.g.

"2016-02-19 10:48:08", or null if there was no updates>, //string
"battery_level": <battery level in percent, e.g. 25, or null if device cannot

provide such info>, //int,
"battery_update": <date of last battery update in timezone of the user, e.g.

"2016-02-19 10:48:08", or null if there was no updates>, //string
"inputs": <array of states of all digital inputs, e.g. [true, true, false] means input

1 is on, input 2 is on, input 3 is off >, //array[boolean]
"inputs_update": <date of last inputs update in timezone of the user, e.g.

"2013-02-19 10:48:08", or null if there was no updates>, //string
"outputs": <array of states of all digital outputs, e.g. [true, true, false] means

output 1 is on, output 2 is on, output 3 is off >, //array[boolean]
"ouputs_update": <date of last outputs update in timezone of the user, e.g.

"2016-02-19 10:48:08", or null if there was no updates>, //string
"additional": { //map of additional states, keys depends on tracker model

"hardware_key": { <last scanned hardware key object>
"value": < value >,
"updated": < update time >

}
}

}}
errors:
204 – Entity not found (if there is no tracker with such id belonging to authorized
user)
208 – Device blocked (if tracker exists but was blocked due to tariff restrictions or
some other reason)
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END OF SECTION
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vehicle/

Vehicles that are on the monitoring platform (on the platform can be found under
fleet > Vehicles).

vehicle/
vehicle type is JSON object:
{

"id": 222,//int
"tracker_id": 1, //int
"label": "AGV",//string
"max_speed": 90,// int
"model": "Toyota Vios",//string
"type": "truck",//string, truck | car
"subtype": "tractor",//optional, string depends on type, null means undefined
"garage_id": null, // int
"reg_number": "А001АА96", //string
"vin": "TMBJF25LX88080000",//string
"chassis_number": "",//string
"payload_weight": 32000, //int, kilograms
"payload_height": 1.2,//decimal
"payload_length": 1.0,//decimal
"payload_width": 1.0,//decimal
"passengers": 4,//int
"fuel_type": "petrol",//string petrol | diesel | gas
"fuel_grade": "А-80",//string
"norm_avg_fuel_consumption": 9.0,//decimal, liters
"fuel_tank_volume": 50,//int
"wheel_arrangement": "4x2", //string
"tyre_size": "255/65 R16",//string
"tyres_number": 4,//int
"liability_insurance_policy_number": "12345",//string
"liability_insurance_valid_till": "2015-03-01",//date
"free_insurance_policy_number": "",//string
"free_insurance_valid_till": null,//date
"icon_id" : 55, // int, can be null, can only be updated via avatar/assign(...)
"avatar_file_name": null,//<string>,
"tags": [1,2] //array of tag ids

}
Subtypes:
null means undefined
Type: "car"
Subtypes: "sedan", "universal", "hatchback", "liftback", "limousine", "pickup",
"minivan", "coupe", "coupe4d", "muscle", "convertible", "phaeton", "lando",
"crossover", "roadster", "suv"
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Type: "truck"
Subtypes: "tipper", "board", "covered", "awning", "mixer", "tanker", "refrigerator",
"transporter", "container", "tractor"

Type: "bus"
Subtypes: "city", "shuttle", "platform", "school", "intercity", "sightseeing"

Type: "special"
Subtypes: "mobile_crane", "racing", "buggy", "ambulance", "firefighter", "hearse",
"shop", "harvester", "snowplow", "tractor", "grader", "excavator", "bulldozer",
"armored", "amphibian"

list

Get all vehicles belonging to user.
return:
{

"success": true,
"list": [ ${vehicle}, ... ] // list of JSON objects

}
errors:
general types only

END OF SECTION
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service_task/

Status
Task status may be one of:
created – initial state of task
notified – one of conditions exceed notification limit
expired – one of conditions exceeded
done – user set task as “done”

List

List all service tasks of all user vehicles.
parameters:
No.
return:
{

"success": true,
"list": [ // list of JSON objects:

{
"id": 725, // id of service task
"vehicle_id": 222, // id of associated vehicle
"vehicle_label": "Toyota Vios ABC123", // label of associated vehicle
"status": "created", // task status
"prediction": {

"end_date": "2015-05-03 09:35:00", // predicted end date
"wear_percentage": 40 // wear percentage

},
"description": "Service task", // task description
"cost": 10050.0, // task cost
"completion": { // date and counter's values when the task was

marked as done.
Non-editable.

"mileage": 31,
"date": "2014-03-16 00:00:00",
"engine_hours": 140

},
}

errors:
201 (Not found in database) – vehicle or tracker not found

END OF DOCUMENT
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